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Biology Summer Assignment 
Frank Black Middle School –Ms. Lebiga 

 
Welcome to Biology! Biology is a very fun course, but it requires dedication and critical thinking 

skills. Our course will be driven by data collected from the pre-assessment you took at the end 

of the year. Strong study skills, organization, and an understanding of how your brain works best 

will contribute to your success in this course. You must pass the state mandated Biology EOC 

and the course to receive high school credit. With hard work and strong study skills, I know you 

all will be successful! 

 
The following assignments are due on the first day of school and will be counted as your first 

major grade of the semester. You may either type and print the assignment or write it in your 

best handwriting. 

 
Assignment 1: Getting to know you and your learning style. 

Assignment 2: Prefixes, roots, suffixes, and vocabulary building 

Assignment 3: Current Topics in Biology  

Assignment 4: Supplies and Interactive Notebook setup. 
 

 

Assignment 1: Getting to know you and your learning style. 

 
Write an introductory letter using complete sentences while making sure to answer all of the 

following questions. Writing skills are actually very important in the field of science. How else 

would all of the amazing research findings be communicated to the rest of the world? Please 

keep in mind that you must be succinct, yet answer each question fully. 

 
Here are your guiding questions: How would you describe yourself? When is your birthday? 

What motivates you to learn and succeed? What are your hobbies (what do you like do in 

your spare time)? What was your favorite experience from this summer? Tell me about your 

family (Parents? Guardian? Siblings? Pets?). Why did you sign up for Biology? What is your 

favorite topic in science thus far? What are your future career plans? What helps you learn 

best? What causes you to struggle in a course? What do you do to prepare for a test? What 

is the weirdest thing you’ve learned in science? What can I do to help ensure your success 

this year? 

 

Assignment 2: Prefixes, roots, suffixes, and vocabulary building 

 
Biology curriculum contains a large amount of vocabulary and strong vocabulary building 

skills are essential. Mastery of the vocabulary is much easier once you learn basic prefixes 

and suffixes used in science. Complete the chart using any resource you choose, but make 

sure you take ownership of these word parts. We will see these words throughout the school 

year.         I have given you some words I would like for you to define. You must find your 

own word for that prefix/suffix/root if I did not   provide one for you. 



Name:   Class:    
 

 

 

 
Prefix, Suffix, or Root 

 
Meaning 

Example of a word using this 
word part and the definition of 

the word. 

A-  Abiotic - 

Aden-   

Anter-   

Anti-   

-ase   

Auto-  Autotroph - 

Bi-   

Bio-   

Centi-   

Cephal-   

-chlor   

Cyan-   

Cyto-   

Deca-   

Deci-   

Di-   Dipl- (Latin)  Diploid - 

Eco-  Ecology - 

-elle  Organelle - 

-emia   

En- Endo-  Ent-   

Ex-   

-gam-  Gamete - 

-genic  Lysogenic - 

Geo-   

Gluc- Glys-  Glucose - 

Herb-  Herbivore - 

Hetero-  Heterozygous - 
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Prefix, Suffix, or Root 

 
Meaning 

Example of a word using this 
word part and the definition of 

the word. 

Homo- (Greek)  Homozygous - 

Hydr-  Hydrolysis - 

Hyper-  Hypertonic - 

Hypo-  Hypotonic - 

Iso-  Isotonic - 

-itis   

Kilo-   

-kinesis  Cytokinesis - 

Lip-  Lipid - 

-logy  Biology - 

-lys -lyt  -lyst  Lytic - 

Macr-  Macromolecule - 

Micro-   

-Meter   

Milli-   

Mono-  Monosaccharide - 

Neuro-   

-osis   

Poly-  Polymerization - 

-philic  Hydrophilic - 

-phobic  Hydrophobic - 

Photo-  Phototropism - 

Phyl-   

-plasm  Cytoplasm - 

Pro-  Prophase - 

Pseudo-   

-scribe  Transcribe - 
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Prefix, Suffix, or Root 

 
Meaning 

Example of a word using this 
word part and the definition of 

the word. 

semi-   

Som- Somat-   

Stat-  -stasis  Homeostasis - 

Stom-  Stomata - 

Sub-   

Therm-  Ectotherm - 

Trans-  Translation - 

Tri-   

-troph-  Trophic - 

Un-   

Zo-   

Zyg-  Zygote - 

 

Assignment 3:  Current Topics in Biology 
 
We will cover many interesting topics in Biology this year. Have you ever learned something 

in school and thought, “Why am I learning this? How does this apply to my life?” My hope is 

that you understand how the topics we learn in school apply to the world around you. This 

assignment will help you to begin to understand. I have attached a few articles about some 

current topics in Biology. Please read all of the articles. Choose one that most interests you 

and write a brief summary. At the end of your summary, answer the following questions:  

Why did you choose this article?  

What was most fascinating about this topic of research?  

What have you previously learned in science that helped you to understand the article? 

Did the article refute some previous knowledge (in other words, did it go against 

something we believed to be true)?  

How can you use the knowledge gained in Biology to better understand the world 

around you? 

 
 
Note: You may find your own article about which to write your summary. Be sure to include a copy 
of your article when you turn in the assignment. Remember, it must be a current article (within a 
year) on a topic in Biology.



 

 

 
 
 

Sciencemag.org 
  

First eukaryotes found without a normal cellular power supply 

By Mitch Leslie May. 12, 2016 , 12:00 PM 

You can’t survive without mitochondria, the organelles that power most human cells. Nor, 

researchers thought, can any other eukaryotes—the group of organisms we belong to 

along with other animals, plants, fungi, and various microscopic creatures. But a new 

study has identified the first eukaryote that has ditched its mitochondria, suggesting that 

our branch on the tree of life may be more versatile than researchers thought. 

“This is a discovery of fundamental importance,” says evolutionary biologist Eugene 

Koonin of the National Center for Biotechnology Information in Bethesda, Maryland, who 

wasn’t connected to the study. “We now know that eukaryotes can live happily without 

any remnant of the mitochondria.” 

Mitochondria are the descendants of bacteria that settled down inside primordial 

eukaryotic cells, eventually becoming the power plants for their new hosts. Although 

mitochondria are a signature feature of eukaryotes, scientists have long wondered 

whether some of them might have gotten rid of the organelles. The diarrhea-causing 

microbe Giardia intestinalis for a time seemed mitochondria-free, but on closer 

investigation, it and other suspects proved to be false alarms, containing shrunken 

versions of the organelles. 

For the new study, a team led by evolutionary biologist Anna Karnkowska, a postdoc, and 

her adviser, Vladimir Hampl, of Charles University in Prague, checked another candidate, 

a species in the genus Monocercomonoides. The single-celled organism came from the 

guts of a chinchilla that belonged to one of the lab members. The team decided to test it 

because it belonged to a group of microbes that scientists posited had lost their 

mitochondria. 

When the researchers sequenced Monocercomonoides’s genome, they found no signs of 

mitochondrial genes (the organelles carry their own DNA). Digging deeper, they 

determined that it lacks all of the key proteins that enable mitochondria to function. 

“The definition of eukaryotic cells is that they have mitochondria,” says Karnkowska, who 

is now at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, in Canada. “We overturn this 

definition.” 

Monocercomonoides may not need mitochondria because of where it lives—in the 

intestines of chinchilla hosts, which it doesn’t appear to harm. Nutrients are abundant 

there, but oxygen, which mitochondria require to produce energy, is scarce. Instead of 

relying on mitochondria, the organism likely uses enzymes in its cytoplasm to break down 

http://www.sciencemag.org/author/mitch-leslie
http://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(16)30263-9


 

 

food and furnish energy, the authors suggest. But energy production is not the only 

problem that Monocercomonoidessolved. Mitochondria provide another cellular service: 

synthesizing clusters of iron and sulfur that are essential helpers for a variety of proteins. 

It turns out that Monocercomonoides has come up with a workaround by borrowing some 

bacterial genes that perform the same function, the scientists reveal online today 

in Current Biology. 

“It’s a very solid paper experimentally,” says evolutionary genomicist B. Franz Lang of the 

University of Montreal in Canada. “If you’d like me to bet, I’d give them 90% probability 

that they are correct.” To strengthen the case, he says, researchers need to perform a 

detailed microscopic analysis to confirm the absence of the organelles. Evolutionary 

biochemist Mark van der Giezen of the University of Exeter in the United Kingdom also 

wants to see further evidence that Monocercomonoides doesn’t harbor rudimentary 

mitochondria. Nonetheless, he says, the study expands our view of eukaryotes’ 

capabilities. “It shows that eukaryotic life is more flexible than what the textbooks say.” 

Monocercomonoides isn’t a living fossil, a holdout from the days of the earliest 

eukaryotes, Karnkowska notes. Its closest relatives still have small mitochondria, 

suggesting that it jettisoned the organelles fairly recently in evolutionary terms. She and 

her colleagues speculate that more eukaryotes missing mitochondria await discovery. 

“This is one striking example, and I hope we can find others,” she says. 

 
 
 
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/05/first-eukaryotes-found-without-normal-cellular-power-supply 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

New York Times 

Scientists Unveil New ‘Tree of Life’ 

By CARL ZIMMER APRIL 11, 2016 

A team of scientists unveiled a new tree of life on Monday, a diagram outlining the evolution of all 
living things. The researchers found that bacteria make up most of life’s branches. And they found 
that much of that diversity has been waiting in plain sight to be discovered, dwelling in river mud 
and meadow soils. 

“It is a momentous discovery — an entire continent of life-forms,” said Eugene V. Koonin of the 
National Center for Biotechnology Information, who was not involved in the study. 

The study was published in the journal Nature Microbiology. 

In his 1859 book “On the Origin of Species,” Charles Darwin envisioned evolution like a branching 
tree. The “great Tree of Life,” he said, “fills with its dead and broken branches the crust of the 
earth, and covers the surface with its ever branching and beautiful ramifications.” 

Ever since, biologists have sought to draw the tree of life. The invention of DNA sequencing 
revolutionized that project, because scientists could find the relationship among species encoded 
in their genes. 

In the 1970s, Carl Woese of the University of Illinois and his colleagues published the first 
“universal tree of life” based on this approach. They presented the tree as three great trunks. 

Our own trunk, known as eukaryotes, includes animals, plants, fungi and protozoans. A second 
trunk included many familiar bacteria like Escherichia coli. 

The third trunk that Woese and his colleagues 
identified included little-known microbes that live 
in extreme places like hot springs and oxygen-free 
wetlands. Woese and his colleagues called this third 
trunk Archaea. 

The new tree of life that researchers published on Monday. It 

shows that much of Earth’s biodiversity is bacteria, top, half 

of which includes “candidate phyla radiation” that are still 

waiting to be discovered. Humans are in the bottom branch of 

eukaryotes. 

Scientists who wanted to add new species to this 
tree of life have faced a daunting challenge: They do 
not know how to grow the vast majority of single-
celled organisms in their laboratories. 

A number of researchers have developed a way to 
get around that. They simply pull pieces of DNA out 
of the environment and piece them together. 

In recent years, Jillian F. Banfield of the University 
of California, Berkeley and her colleagues have been gathering DNA from many 
environments, like California meadows and deep sea vents. They have been 
assembling the genomes of hundreds of new microbial species. 

 

The scientists were so busy reconstructing the new genomes that they did not know 
how these species might fit on the tree of life. “We never really put the whole thing 
together,” Dr. Banfield said. 

http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/nmicrobiol.2016.48?version=meter+at+null&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&contentId=&mediaId=&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F&priority=true&action=click&contentCollection=meter-links-click
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/07/science/under-the-sea-a-missing-link-in-the-evolution-of-complex-cells.html?version=meter+at+null&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&contentId=&mediaId=&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F&priority=true&action=click&contentCollection=meter-links-click
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/07/science/under-the-sea-a-missing-link-in-the-evolution-of-complex-cells.html?version=meter+at+null&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&contentId=&mediaId=&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F&priority=true&action=click&contentCollection=meter-links-click


 

 

Recently, Dr. Banfield and her colleagues decided it was time to redraw the tree. 

They selected more than 3,000 species to study, bringing together a representative 
sample of life’s diversity. “We wanted to be as comprehensive as possible,” said Laura 
A. Hug, an author of the new study and a biologist at the University of Waterloo in 
Canada. 

The researchers studied DNA from 2,072 known species, along with the DNA from 
1,011 species newly discovered by Dr. Banfield and her colleagues. 

The scientists needed a supercomputer to evaluate a vast number of possible trees. 
Eventually, they found one best supported by the evidence. 

It’s a humbling thing to behold. All the eukaryotes, from humans to flowers to 
amoebae, fit on a slender twig. The new study supported previous findings that 
eukaryotes and archaea are closely related. But overshadowing those lineages is a 
sprawling menagerie of bacteria. 

Remarkably, the scientists didn’t have to go to extreme places to find many of their 
new lineages. “Meadow soil is one of the most microbially complex environments on 
the planet,” Dr. Hug said. 

Another new feature of the tree is a single, large branch that splits off near the base. 
The bacteria in this group tend to be small in size and have a simple metabolism. 

Dr. Banfield speculated that they got their start as simple life-forms in the first 
chapters in the history of life. They have stuck with that winning formula ever since. 

“This is maybe an early evolving group,” Dr. Banfield said. “Their advantage is just 
being around for a really long time.” 

Brian P. Hedlund, a microbiologist at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas who was not 
involved in the new study, said that one of the most striking results of the study was 
that the tree of life was dominated by species that scientists have never been able to see 
or grow in their labs. “Most of life is hiding under our noses,” he said. 

Patrick Forterre, an evolutionary biologist at the Pasteur Institute in France, agreed 
that bacteria probably make up much of life’s diversity. But he had concerns about how 
Dr. Banfield and her colleague built their tree. He argued that genomes assembled 
from DNA fragments could actually be chimeras, made up of genes from different 
species. “It’s a real problem,” he said. 

Dr. Banfield predicted that the bacterial branches of the tree of life may not change 
much in years to come. “We’re starting to see the same things over and over again,” she 
said. 

Instead, Dr. Banfield said she expected new branches to be discovered for eukaryotes, 
especially for tiny species such as microscopic fungi. “That’s where I think the next big 
advance might be found,” Dr. Banfield said. 

Dr. Hug disagreed that scientists were done with bacteria. “I’m less convinced we’re 
hitting a plateau,” she said. “There are a lot of environments still to survey.” 

 

 
 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/12/science/scientists-unveil-new-tree-of-life.html?_r=0 

 
 



 

 

Genome Reveals Why 
Giraffes Have Long Necks 

Scientists spot mutations that could explain how giraffes 
became the world’s tallest living mammals 

• By Bethany Augliere, Nature magazine on May 18, 2016 on Facebook 
Share on Twitter 

Print 

 

Credit: Kate/Flickr, CC BY 2.0 

Call it a tall task: researchers have decoded the genomes of the giraffe and its 
closest relative, the okapi. The sequences, published on May 17 in Nature 
Communications, reveal clues to the age-old mystery of how the giraffe evolved 
its unusually long neck and legs. 
Researchers in the United States and Tanzania analyzed the genetic material of 
two Masai giraffes (Giraffa camelopardalis tippelskirchi) from the Masai Mara 
National Reserve in Kenya, one at the Nashville Zoo in Tennessee and an okapi 
fetus (Okapia johnstoni) from the White Oak Conservation Center in Yulee, 
Florida. 
“This is one more wonderful demonstration of the power of comparative 
genomics to connect the evolution of animal species on this planet to molecular 
events that we know must underpin the extraordinary diversity of life on this 
planet,” says David Haussler, director of the Genomics Institute at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz. 

L O N G  V I E W  

As the tallest mammals on Earth, giraffes can reach heights up to nearly 6 
metres, with necks stretching 2 metres. To prevent fainting when they lower 
their heads to drink water, giraffes have developed an unusually strong 
pumping mechanism in their hearts that can maintain a blood pressure 2.5 
times greater than that of humans. To keep their balance and reach sprints up to 
60 kilometres per hour, giraffes have a sloped back, long legs and short trunks. 
But their closest relative—the okapi—resembles a zebra, and lacks those 
modifications. 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/author/bethany-augliere/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/author/nature-magazine/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/sparklykate/5921680706/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://giraffegenome.science.psu.edu/#/


 

 

Previous genetic research has suggested that the okapi and the giraffe diverged 
from a common ancestor roughly 16 million years ago, says study co-author 
Douglas Cavener, a biologist at Pennsylvania State University in University 
Park. But the latest study found that the two species diverged much more 
recently, about 11.5 million years ago. 
To identify genetic changes associated with the giraffe’s unique qualities, 
Cavener and his colleagues compared gene-coding sequences of the giraffe 
genome to those of the okapi, and then to those of more than 40 other 
mammals, including sheep, cows and humans. 

T A L L  T A L E  

The scientists found about 70 genes in the giraffe genome that showed 
adaptations not seen in other mammals. Two-thirds of these genes code for 
proteins linked with regulating different aspects of development and physiology, 
particularly in the skeletal and cardiovascular systems. Four of them, for 
instance, are 'homeobox' genes associated with development of the spine and 
legs. 
“All of these genes in the giraffe—we have them ourselves. What made giraffes 
unique is just to tinker with them a bit and alter them in subtle ways,” Cavener 
says. 
Some of the specific genes identified are involved in regulating both skeletal and 
cardiovascular development. This could mean that mutations in a small number 
of genes are driving the giraffe’s adaptations, such as a long neck and a 
turbocharged cardiovascular system, in parallel, says Cavener. 
This study identifies genes associated with the giraffe’s adaptations, but does 
not prove their role in the animal’s evolution. Cavener and co-author Morris 
Agaba—a molecular geneticist at the Nelson Mandela African Institute for 
Science and Technology in Arusha, Tanzania—plan to test this connection by 
introducing the spine- and leg-related mutations in mice using gene-editing 
techniques. “The ultimate would be to make a long-necked mouse,” Cavener 
jokes. 
Conservationists such as Derek Lee, a quantitative ecologist at the Wild Nature 
Institute in Weaverville, North Carolina, see a more immediate benefit of the 
new findings: bringing attention to the plight of giraffes. In Africa's savannah 
woodlands, giraffes feast on acacia trees and serve as prey for predators such as 
lions and hyenas. But in the past 15 years, their numbers have plummeted by 
40% as a result of habitat loss and illegal hunting for bushmeat. There are 
roughly 80,000 giraffes left on the continent. 
“Giraffes have declined precipitously in the wild,” says Lee. “It would be a 
travesty to lose this magnificent animal when we are just beginning to 
understand its genetic code.” 
This article is reproduced with permission and was first published on May 17, 
2016. 
 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/genome-reveals-why-giraffes-have-long-necks/ 
 

http://www.nature.com/news/genome-reveals-why-giraffes-have-long-necks-1.19931


 

 

 

 
An insect-eating Venus flytrap plant snares its dinner—a tasty grasshopper. 
DANIEL HEUCLIN/BIOSPHOTO 

FEBRUARY 18, 2016 

Plants Can Count 
Scientists find that bug-eating plants use math to catch their 

meals. 

BY JORI LEWIS | FOR   

A bug lands on a Venus flytrap. It takes one step. Two steps. Then SNAP! The flytrap’s 

leaves close shut, catching the insect inside. The plant somehow knows when to chomp 

down on an insect at exactly the right moment. Scientists now have a theory about how 

Venus flytraps and other carnivorous (meat-eating) plants manage this feat—they 

count. 

“The carnivorous plant Dionaea muscipula, also known as Venus flytrap, can count 

how often it has been touched by an insect,” Rainer Hedrich, a biophysicist at the 

University of Würzburg in Germany, recently said in a press release. That helps it time 

when to spring its trap on unsuspecting prey—an animal hunted by another animal for 

food. 

A TASTE FOR BUGS 

http://scienceworld.scholastic.com/


 

 

Most plants use a process called photosynthesis to convert sunlight, carbon dioxide gas 

from the air, and water into sugar they then use as food. They also soak up nutrients 

from the soil to grow. 

Some plants, like Venus flytraps, live in places with few nutrients. They get the extra 

nourishment they need by eating bugs. These carnivorous plants can’t see, smell, or 

move around to catch their insect prey. Instead, they wait for their meal to come to 

them, lured by the plants’ sweet-smelling nectar. 

HAIR TRIGGER 

The leaves of a Venus flytrap are covered with sensitive hairs that can detect movement. 

Hedrich’s team discovered that the first touch of an insect on one of the hairs signals to 

the plant that something is there. Then the plant waits. If the insect stimulates a hair a 

second time within a 20-second window, the plant quickly closes its leaves around the 

insect. 

The scientists think that a Venus flytrap counts to make sure that a juicy insect, and not 

a raindrop or a piece of dust, has fallen into its trap. Once the trap snaps shut, the bug 

inside tries to escape and touches off even more sensory hairs. After five touches, the 

trap starts to fill with fluids that will help the plant break down the insect. It’s a "deadly 

spiral of capture and disintegration [process of breaking up into pieces],” says Hedrich. 

The number of hairs an insect sets off can also give the Venus flytrap an idea of the size 

of its prey. That way, it can decide just how much digestive juice to produce. “This 

allows the Venus flytrap to balance the cost and benefit of hunting,” says Hedrich. 

 
 
 

http://scienceworld.scholastic.com/Biology-News/2016/02/plants-can-count 
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Assignment 4: Supplies and Interactive Notebook set up 

 
Please come prepared the first week of school with all supplies. 

 
1 Folder with pockets and brads with your name and class period on the front cover    

1 Composition Notebook 

1 Roll of paper towels or 1 container of Clorox wipes for cleaning up after labs 

1 box of either 1 gallon or 1 quart size Ziploc bags 

1 pack of lined notecards 

1 pack of highlighters (multiple colors) 

1 pack of colored pencils or thin markers 
 

 

Setting up your composition notebook 

 
On the cover: Please write your first and last name in marker. On the first page: Write “Biology 
Interactive Notebook” large in the center of the page “by: __________“ Decorate the page in 
a way that represents who you are and what you expect from this course. 

 
We will set up the rest of the notebook on the first day of class. Please do not ever rip any 

pages out of your notebook so it remains intact. 

 

 

Have a great summer! 

 
I look forward to working with you next year! Enjoy your summer and work on these activities 

a little at a time. Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns regarding the 

project! 

 

 
Best of luck, 

 
Ms. Alynn Lebiga 

Alynn.Lebiga@houstonisd.org 


